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WELCOME
Wild Woman’s Services explores the stories of each generation by reflecting and
addressing our past and role as women. “Our ancestors were fierce and never meek.
They stood their ground with grace and honor without ever knowing so. Now it’s your
turn, how will you honor this? Wild Woman’s vision is to empower and create strength,
presence, self-sufficiency and in the global stature of women. The Wild Woman’s
Services exists and is dedicated to helping women and others establish a creative
process to find their authentic self and belonging through healing and self-discovery.
She believes each of use is here to have a human experience and to learn lessons.
Essentially, we are nothing and everything all at once.
Wild Woman’s services strives to honors the stories that may have you trapped and may
be keeping you feeling small, stressed and prevent you from finding your true self.
Together we address the internal war within and I provide key solutions to apply to your
daily life by introducing a self-discovery approach. Together we will explore femininity
and the mythical, nomadic, matriarchal and intuitive side of ourselves. You will be
revealed to what it truly means to embrace your authentic wild feminine side through
focusing on creativity, finding your ambitions, addressing mental health, gain a sense of
belonging, and daring to dream by finding your purpose and ambitions. To discuss any
of the services further and for pricing contact 306.715.7176 or by email at
wildwomanwithin3@gmail.com
Geraldine Carrierie Terzi
Wild Woman, Founder & CEO
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BIOGRAPHY
Geraldine (Ger) is the Founder and CEO of Wild Woman. She was born with an entrepreneurial
spirit, her wild roots grounded in Cumberland House, Saskatchewan. She is an author, speaker,
movement coach, performer, and stylist. Her vision is to empower and inspire the world by sharing
her passion, style and gifts through her business through providing various services. Her
wanderlust spirit and her life not only provided her with many opportunities but has the capacity
to reached and touch women from around the world by awaking the Wild Woman within.
She possess’ a natural ability to perform through song and dance. Her leading light was showcased
at the Alberta Aboriginal Role Model Awards Gala and at The Nomadic Creative Project through
Parks Canada. With an online presence featuring her style, fashion and written and multi- media
platforms she shares content discussing indigenous world views, matriarchy, intuition and
spirituality. Ger utilizes energy work and knowledge from the sea of indigenous teachings in her
work. She also will be releasing her debut LP album Ger Carriere in 2019. Ger’s unique skill sets
stems from working in Human Resources, with a specialization in Learning and Development. As
well as studying in Sociology, Psychology, Social Work and Entrepreneurship.
Geraldine’s pursuit to help women is seen throughout her work with the Institute for the
Advancement of Aboriginal Women and the Aboriginal Women’s Professional Association
developing and delivering the essential skills programming for inner city women and their families.
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SERVICES
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PERSONAL&PROFESSIONAL
The Wild Woman Personal & Professional
Development Program offers groups sessions
within a classroom setting or through virtual
facilitation through 6 sessions. Participants will be
provided with an opportunity to awaken their
female warrior spirit through connecting to their
culture through oral teachings that create and
focus on results. Participants will take the step into
their leadership roles and leave the program
confident with a fearless focus - it’s about being
your own kind of wild.

DEVELOPMENTPROGRAM

Participants will leave the program equipped with
the leadership skills and confidence to move to the
next level of her personal healing and professional
career journey. The key objectives of the program
are to:
▪ identify and develop self-awareness;
▪ explore different strategies for finding their
voice; and
▪ discover their female warrior spirit by
reclaiming their roles and identifying their
strengths as a woman to name a few.
Option to book an individual presentation. Some
of the extra presentations include:
▪ role of the Indigenous men as fathers,
husbands and warrior;
▪ language and cultural teaching styles &
motivators; and
▪ medicine wheel teachings;
▪ making business connections, recruitment
& retentions to name a few.
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COACHING
Wild Woman’s Coaching Services provides individual oneon-one or group coaching and mentorship sessions from
a safe, supportive and spiritual approach. As a coach it is
my role to be mindful of your needs and focus my energy
by guiding you to the next level of your journey while
being mindful and so graciously addressing any
challenging blocks preventing you from being free and
successful.
As a woman who do you want to become and what do
you desire to have in your life? Clients will receive an
individualized and customized plan that will give them the
tools and techniques to discover or re-discover their selfconfidence, self-efficacy and self-efficiency by looking
within and final be set free. During the coaching sessions
participants will:
▪ explore the wild verses the appropriate identity;
▪ explain the pride of the authentic verse
the corporate;
▪ discover the productivity of the natural verses
the artificial presence with a focus on tapping into
your intuition; and
▪ identify the embodiment and metaphysics of the
naked verse the wearing masks dualities to name
a few.
Individual and group live video coaching sessions (45-60
minutes per session) range from a minimum of 6 weeks
to 12 months to a year. Scheduled every 2 weeks where
clients are provided with tasks, course work and action
items that focus on the client’s personal and professional
vision to bring lasting change and transformation to your
life. Focus areas include identity, self-efficacy, goal setting
and personal
and
professional
development.
a free
© 2018
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1 hour consultation today by emailing Wild Woman.

PRIDEIPRESENCEIPRODUCTIVITY
Motivation That Makes a Difference
Do you want to achieve balance and calmness in your
life? Do you want to identify the things holding you
back from being your best self? Ger uses a wide array
of learning techniques, communication skills and
Indigenous spirituality to provide transformational
mentoring in the areas of pride, presence and
productivity for women and girls. She gives you the
tools for success. In addition to 1-on-1 consultations
and group sessions, Ger regularly host workshops and
seminars for those interested in developing and
taking charge of their lives. Book a Pride. Presence.
Productivity today by emailing Wild Woman.
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PRIDE
COACHING
Identity I Culture I Intuition
Pride is a feeling. It’s an inward directed emotion that
carries meaning.
A feeling of humbleness &
contentment about your choices, actions, to both
yourself and your people. It’s a product of praise,
Independence, Self-Respect and a fulfilled feeling of
belonging. Life throws many surprises at us, and while
we cannot predict the outcome of any situation, we
can take control of how we respond to certain
situations. With my coaching sessions, you’ll learn
about acceptance and how to exert your power of
choice over whatever life may throw at you. Book a
Pride Coaching today by emailing Wild Woman.
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PRESENCE
COACHING
Confidence I Style I Self-Love
The Presence Coaching is a favorite among many of
my clients, as it is often times one of the keys to a
happier, healthier life. My job is to give you the tools
and techniques to achieve a balanced and fulfilling
lifestyle. After several sessions, you will become wellversed at handling mental, spiritual, emotional or
intellectual possibilities to implement whenever and
wherever they arise. This will help you to be the
essence of water throughout your life. Book a
Presence Coaching today by emailing Wild Woman.
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PRODUCTIVITY COACHING
Entrepreneurship I Fulfillment I Action
The Productivity Coaching challenges you to
question yourself - do you feel like you are
always adding new tasks to your to-do list but
never crossing anything out? The Wild Woman
coaching program will help guide and inspire you
to achieve more of your personal and
professional goals. Book a Productivity Coaching
today by emailing Wild Woman.
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MEMBERSHIP
Exclusive Access I Login I Chat
Purchase a membership to get exclusive access
to live webinars, podcasts, and access to Wild
Women Wisdom. If you are a client you will have
access to the online platform where you will be
able to log in and have access to course work and
your schedule. Purchase your membership
today by signing up at the Wild Woman website.
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AUTHOR
To truly feel and to get a glimpse of the
concept and birth of Wild Woman see her
global short story recently published in the
First Lady Nation: Stories told by Aboriginal
Women, Volume IV. Professional Women’s
Network.
Ger will be taking Wild Woman to the next
level when she releases her full book Wild
Woman: Master the Art of Pride, Presence
and Productivity in the fall of 2019.
To purchase a copy of the First Lady Nation:
Stories told by Aboriginal Women, Volume
IV to read the chapter of Wild Woman click
here.
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TESTIMONIALS
“I was given the opportunity to read Ger’s chapter, Wild Woman after confiding in and reaching out specifically to her about my current
struggles. She was someone I intuitively knew to turn to in the midst of my crisis, because I believed she too had been where I was at, on my
way to becoming the woman I aspired to be. After generously opening-up to me about her own fight on the path to self-love, Ger shared
with me her chapter. Although, the circumstances of our lives differed-as I read her words, I connected to her story as if it were my own.
Tears rolled down my cheeks, not because I felt sadness but because I felt as if I had finally been understood. Wild Woman is a beautiful
reminder in the beauty of the struggle, and Ger is the ultimate example of how living your life as your most authentic self -being your own
“Wild Woman”- can be the greatest adventure and privilege of our lives."
Matreaca Munro I Student I Advocate I Philanthropist
"What can I say about Wild Woman that hasn't been said? It is a past forward, motivational testimony of being. I was inspired to the core,
emotionally moved and motivated to learn and be my true self. Ger has completely set the bar high for women's confidence. Wild Woman
is flawless and is sure to set any woman's soul on fire. I have been through so much in life, When I met Ger, it was at a time of bettering
myself and reading Wild Woman couldn't have come at a better time. The words hit true to my heart and soul. I felt understood and for the
first time in a long time, I felt confident in who I was now becoming. It was nice to feel that I wasn't alone in this world. It was nice to have
a push of confidence and positive rebellion. Every word was perfectly written for women of all ages and backgrounds. Wild women is to
inspire us all to be free. To be ourselves and most importantly, to never lose sight of either of those. Well done Ger!”
Kelley Caballero I Entrepreneur I Stylist I Creator
“It was as if I was taking a personal inventory of my own journey, where I came from and where I am today. In some respects, I could
embrace the incredible-ness of how deep I have gone and discovered about myself and my own particular path. I was reminded of the many
teachers that have come into my life throughout the years, and even though many of them are no longer present, what they taught me in
both the good and bad events are priceless, that they were put in my space, so I could create myself as creator intended, learn the lessons I
was meant to, and knowing that, I was filled with gratitude. If I was to think of my life as a soup, it would not be the unique blend it has
become without ALL the experiences of my life. And even if sometimes I was to wish that a particular "ingredient" wasn't added, it would
not be the same. Nor would I. I was called to embrace the wildness of my journey and appreciate the unique gifts that I have uncovered
about myself. I think sometimes we are drawn, either by outside forces or the voice within ourselves to hide that part away, and "conform"
-be like everyone else. To talk about our life experiences as complaints or something to overcome, as opposed to succumbing to the idea
that there are greater forces at work, and we always have a choice about our conversation and what we take away from each experience.”
Lisa Raven
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TALENTAGENCY
Wild Woman is devoted to empowering, creating
and showcasing opportunities for Indigenous
artists. If you are interested or would like to join
Wild Woman Talent send an email.
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MOTIVATIONALSPEAKER
Book Wild Woman for your next conference &
event by sending a request by email.
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PERFORMER
Her sound is like "Sheryl Crow & Natalie Maines- esque. The allure is there
and it is very sexy. Warm yet brazen, sexy with hints of seductiveness like a
summer morning’s light peeking through the leaves but has yet to declare
itself." She is fearless with the wisdom of someone three times her age. Her
lyrics emerge like molten lava from timeless granite: ruthless, creative,
restless and deep. She is an untapped resource, a whisper in the wind, one
that tantalizes your taste buds, takes you to ecstasy, then jolts you back
into this harsh reality.
“Finding your voice is one challenge but using it can be one of the hardest
things to do. I used mine today, though I trembled the entire time, I am
proud of myself that I did what I needed to. Now that it's out there, all there
is left to do is have faith. Faith that it will work out as it should. And it will...”
She’s a bit of old and new all mixed together, over the top and bland at
once. Hungry. Describing herself as “a sheep in wolfs clothing” she knows
her music is both everything and nothing all at once.“
I have 60 different personalities, I'm never the same person twice.” With
my music, “I want to reach the deepest sides of people, their core. I want to
whisper into the softest sides of their souls,” she says. Making her show
revelatory is her priority, she says, " I want to touch each audience member
as I have been touched at the best concerts, where I evolved as a person,
left enchanted and enhanced" It has been said that her voice always seems
to be held back, as if she’s holding some back, keeping it for herself, which
leaves you always wanting more.
It’s strong and from the heart - her own sound. "Ger has a vocal that's soft,
easy and relaxed listening, like you never heard before...If I had to say she
sounded like an artist, I'd say, Stevie Nicks, with dash of Adele- A soulful
voice that's has a seductive side." "It's an original voice that is very
unique..." "It takes you to place I’ve never been, somehow hot and
tropical…there’s a calmness of a lake as the sun sets on the beautiful start
lit night with northern lights dancing upon…” Wild Woman performed her
debut at the Alberta Aboriginal Role Model Awards Gala in September
2016. She is excited to release her music debut LP Ger Carriere Terzi which
will be released in 2019.
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ACTRESS
Some of Ger’s most recent performances
include a stand up lead titled, “Reclaiming
the Cunt in the Vagina Monologues” as well
as reenacted a performance of Wild
Woman in the Nomadic Creatives Project
for Parks Canada in Rocky Mountain House,
Alberta. She is also trained in Performing
Arts
through
the
University
of
Saskatchewan. To book Wild Woman send
your request by email.
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ANCHOR&
JOURNALIST
Ger says through her Indian Communication
Arts Studies (INCA) really shaped her career by
bringing her presence through her work - acting
as a key host for several trusted television media
broadcasting companies including:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

INCA Inspired Documentary Host;
First Nations Summer Games Webcast
Series; and
All-female Indigenous Talk Show Takes
Off in Regina, CBC News Regina;
What Do Indian’s Want CBC News
Regina; and
National Aboriginal Day CBC News
Regina to name a few.
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HOST
You can watch weekly Wild Woman
Wisdom videos featuring In Her View
interviews live on Facebook with the most
powerful and leading Wild Woman who
share their gifts, careers, business &
passions with the world.
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FASHION
STYLIST
Do you ever notice a woman who has selfconfidence moves differently in the world?
Did you know your personal style is an
expression of who you are? If you are
looking to change or evolve your personal
style and image or to find your strength
and beauty and most importantly proclaim
your rightful identify and style in world then
this powerful service is perfect for you. If
you’re looking for advice or just need
suggestions or a complete transformation
from hair, makeup, and wardrobe book my
team today!
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IMAGE
EXECUTION
If you are looking to materialize your vision
such as designing and capturing your style
through a written component of your artist
biography then this service is for you.
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PHOTOGRAPHER
If you require a professional headshot
and/or visuals to support your brand or
lifestyle on social media platforms book
today.
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MOVEMENTCHOREOGRAPHER
If you are looking to actualize your vision
such as designing and capturing your style
through getting a professional headshot,
lifestyle branding using social media
platforms or need a coach to complement
your photoshoot to capture the perfect
expression and movement then this
service is for you.
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COLLABORATION
Book an appointment today to discuss
your idea to collaborate send your
request by email.
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CONNECT

Geraldine Carriere Terzi, Founder & CEO
P: 306.715.7176 I E: wildwomanwithin3@gmail.com I W: www.wildwomanwithin.me
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